CANBUSLINE2 car alarm
with integrated

GSM-transmitter
GSM-transmitter
…for the original remote oft he car
transmits alarm-SMS to the mobile of the car…
universally suitable for most of the new car models of:
Alfa Romeo, Audi, BMW, Chevrolet, Citroen, Fiat, Ford, Honda,
Infinity, Lancia, Landrover, Lexus, Mercedes, Mini, Mitsubishi,
Nissan, Opel, Peugeot, Porsche, Seat, Skoda, Toyota, Volvo, VW
By means of 2 selector screws
the car alarm will be adjusted to the car model..
Only 4 wires (battery and CANBUS) up to maximum 7 wires
must be connected for the alarm functions (30 – 90 minutes)
ê guarding doors, bonnet, trunk, shocks, ignition,.... and the
voltage level of the car-battery
ê alarm signals: indicator lights and (excludable) horn or siren
as well as SMS-message to a mobile phone or….
ê Indicator lights confirm that car alarm is switched on, off…
ê ….. and, if desired, beep-signals confirm this, too
ê pin-code (personal number-code) can switch off the car alarm
in case of emergency (loss of remote control) by ignition on/off
ê alarm memory indicates via LED the cause of alarm
ê taxi-alarm features are possible additionally
Besides there can (but must not) be connected:-:
ê immobilizer-wires (interrupting engine electrics)
ê additional sensors: ultrasonic, micro-wawe, anti-lift....
ê additional siren with battery back-up for alarm signals

ê SMS-alarm (GSM-feature)
Additionally to the normal alarm signals (horn, siren, indicator lights)
the CANBUSLINE2-GSM-device can also transmit alarm messages:
• by dialing a mobile phone with 3 times ringing, and…
• transmitting then a SMS (to the same phone number) indicating
the cause of alarm:
alarm by shock
alarm by key
alarm by ultrasonic
alarm by door
alarm by bonnet
alarm by aux
If alarm is triggered, this alarm sequence warns once, and each
time alarm is triggered again it will warn anew once.

ê car battery guarding (GSM-feature)
If the voltage level of the car battery drops below 11V for more than
one minute, the following SMS is transmitted to the car-owner:
low battery

ê taxi-alarm signals (horn/siren, indicator lights, beams)
…the driver can trigger by means of a push-button, and these
infinite signals must be switched off by a second push-button.
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